
TJ lifts knife A la Norman 
bates

Track with TJ as he charges 
(through bramble)

Tackles MIB

TJ lands on MIB in profile Pull back past Lawrence.

"Throw me the gun you fuckin' 
ingrate."

Pull back further to Land 
on gun.  out of reach.

Knife sinks closer to MIB. Extreme low angle: Lawrence 
attempting to swing

Knife gets closer



Lawrence getting some swing Knife millimetres away from 
MIB's eyeball.

Lawrence swings in and 
grabs gun

Adjust as he tosses it Gun lands Mib grabs it

C

Tilt up with gun. Pressed to 
TJ's head.

ECU gun to head
MIB with gun aimed
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Behind TJ Blam! Lawrence splattered.

High angle as TJ rolls of 
MIB

Boom down as Mib rises 
(putting on hat) casts an 
accusing look to lawrence.

Low angle MIB.

"Well, death ain't what it used to be, 
lawrence."

Mib slices rope.
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High angle on Lawrence.

"He was dead. Or the better part of it."



Low angle: horses split the frame.

Push in AS THEY ARRIVE.

Boom down as they enter the gate.

INSIDE THE ROADHOUSE: MIB STEPS 
THROUGH THE DOOR.

LATERAL TRACK MIB goes up to the bar. 
Lawrence behind him.

Push in MIB knocks on the wall. Bartender and co watch as...  Bang! MIB SMASHES HIS ELBOW INTO 
WALL.

Boom up as they head for the 
roadhouse.



ANGLE WITHIN THE WALL.

MIB PLACES MEDICAL KIT ON THE BAR.

REACHES FOR MEDICAL KIT.

"What's that?"
"Technically? Cheating. But seeing as ford changed 
the rules on us, I figure it's fair game."

"Two whiskies. And leave the bottle.

BARTENDER GETS WHISKY. ADJUST TO MIB AS TAKES IT, jostling man 
at bar.

MIB PULLS PANEL AWAY

"That hand isn't looking so good, 
mister. You may want to rest up a 
spell."

LEAD MIB AS HE WALKS AWAY FROM THE 
BAR.



"I don't have time for that."

LAND ON TABLE. MIB TAKES OFF HIS JACKET

"And the revolution you've been waging for thirty 
years is just some horseshit..."

LOW ANGLE LAWRENCE SITS.

"You're a foul mouthed two bit tour guide."

LOW ANGLE: MIB POURS DRINK.

'...that ford ginned up from an old comic book."

MIB OPENS MEDICAL KIT AND TAKES OUT CAUTERIZER

"But now for the first time you got yourself a real 
revolution..."

Lawrence looks warily at med kit.

"You and every other asshole in the place are free"

MIB PULLS BUCKSHOT OUT OF HIS ARM.

MIB grimaces.  Buckshot pellet bounces on the table.

"Or for this. So I'm going to level with you, 
lawrence. You're not really a bandit."

...SITS. LAWRENCE APPEARS.



"There's a catch. This whole place is going down in 
flames, and it'll take everyone with it. We'll all be 
dead soon enough. really dead, this time."

MIB tight eyeline.

"What does that mean?"

Lawrence reacts to...

"Because it's in your nature... and I do too."

"You believe in god, lawrence?

MIB cauterizes his wound.

"That's why your world exists. They wanted a place 
hidden from god..."

Push in to MIB.

"Then why should I help you?"

Matching angle, Lawrence.

"Ain't given the matter much thought..."
All dial to: "Always sounded like bullshit to me.

"And in the real world you'd probably be right...to 
not take a machete to their neighbours." "But we were watching them. We were tallying up all 

their sins.."



"And then I'm going to burn the whole 
thing to the ground."

ECU MIB

"YOU'VE SPENT THIRTY YEARS SPINNING YOUR WHEELS... 
OR YOU CNA COME WITH ME. FIND SOMETHING TRUE."

Wrap around to MIB.

"YOU'RE HEADED TO THE PEARLY GATES... DON'T WE HAVE TO 
DIE TO GET THERE?"

Jump back to original configuration. MIB puts on 
jacket.

"NOPE. JUST THREE DAYS RIDE. DUE WEST."

Starts forward

"CONFEDORADOS ARE MASSING WEST OF HERE. HUNDREDS. 
YOU'D NEED AN ARMY TO GET THROUGH. THAT'S HOW THE 
PARDUES CAUGHT UP WITH ME."

Slide r AS MIB FINDS. A SEAT.

BARTENDER PULLS OUT BOTTLE "LIKE I SAID. THE RULES HAVE CHANGED. MUCH AS THAT 
SOUNDS LIKE FUN, IT WOULD PROBABLY SLOW US DOWN."

ADJUST L. BARTENDER SETS BOTTLE DOWN. MIB drops 
coins on the bar.

""Mister, I appreciate you helping me out of a tricky 
spot back there."
"Fair enough. You're free to do as you please..."

Jump line and push in.

"But I have received my judgement... and appeal the 
verdict."

Complimentary move on Lawrence.



"THE ONLY OTHER ROUTE IS THROUGH PARIAH."

"I'm going to put on a show."

Push in to angry customer.

"If I'm being judged..."

MIB turns to go, jostling customer.

Customer blocks MIB from entrance. "Draw."

MIB with shadow of customer behind 
him.

Angry customer about to draw. Bang!

MIB fires first. Shadow of customer 
getting shot in bg.

Over customer's fee to to MIB and 
Lawrence. Mib exits.

"THIS GAME WILL FIND ME", HUH ROBERT? WELL, I GUESS 
WE'RE MEANT TO VISIT OUR OLD STOMPING GROUNDS.

ECU MIB



Slide r off tree to find prisoners led into camp

She gains on camera. Craig and Lori in bg. 
Grace looks up

Grace is pushed into FG

Tilt up to see confederado in tree cage Tilt back down to grace. She looks to her right 
(reacting to screams)

Pan L to see confederado tortured by chaska and 
mato

Pan r back to grace. She reacts to something ahead...

"This can't be happening. Because none of this is real. 
Right?"
"It's going to be okay. Someone will rescue us."

Let her gain past camera and adjust to see stubbs in 
heated exchange with ehawee. Ehawee pokes him with 
stick.



"Looks to me like our rescue is in the same boat as 
we are. He's park security."

...the other prisoners.

Lateral track: every one is released from their 
pole and taken to...

Grace is deposited next to stubbs.

"You're programmed to speak English."

On ehawee

{The time of the deathbringer is at hand}

{Death is coming.} Push in as ewahee departs.

"She said "time is coming."r

"Or something 'is coming'"

On craig and lori's reaction.



React to a scream.

Cu stubbs for remaining dialogue.

"You've spent enough time in the park to learn the 
language."
"Other people tend to ignore their narratives. I don't 
like other people very much."

Cu grace for remaining dialogue...
"Thanks but I'm not looking to get out of here."

End on Stubbs intrigued.

Stubbs looks up Stubbs pov: another confederado strung up.

Chaska and mato unbind the now dead confederado



Cauterizer heals teddy's wound.

Over teddy to Dolores and tech.

"It's there. This is just how they hide it."

Tech and TEddy.
 "There's no scar.'

Over tech to Dolores. She holds up tablet.

"Show him."

tech reacts.

"I don't --- don't know-"

ECU Dolores

"Show him how many times you've taken what's 
rightfully his.. his memories. his pain. His choices.

"Ive never seen this man before in my life." "Teddy. It's time for you to open your eyes."




